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ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS
Green Umbrella® Microfilm™ is part of our concrete treatments meeting Architectural Concrete design professionals'
versatile product demands for an interior concrete protective layer. Microfilm's basic use is a Penetrating Reactive Interior
Microfinish for Profiled Surfaces. Used in applications where basic stain guards are specified but where a more permeant,
reactive and high-performance treamtment is desired.
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Green Umbrella® Microfilm™ is an environmentally friendly hybrid
surface treatment that creates a durable micro-thin layer to seal
already hardened or densified concrete floors. Green Umbrella Microfilm forms a breathable,
dense protective layer. It is a stain guard highly resistant to aviation oils, stands up to chemical
exposure, and is not prone to whitening, peeling or flaking—with a beautiful high-gloss finish.
Combined with DryShield and Shield & Enhance it will give the industry’s best protection the
most aggresive environments. Other guard products may leave you guessing, RTU Microfilm
seamlessly enhances and protects architectural concrete surfaces – especially polished and
colored concrete.
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“Green Umbrella’s architectural concrete floors provide a solid, durable surface with a versatile
surface-design options such as aggregate exposure, surface appearance and color. Providing a more
sustainable option by elimination of off-gassing, providing highly reflective surfaces if desired and the
longest product lifecycle of conventional floors. Additional benefits are lowering lighting, heating,
and cooling costs and reducing construction waste. Architectural concrete floors are also economical
with reduced construction downtime, a lower initial and maintenance cost and provide an immediate
value-engineered design. An element of DESIGN that is versatile, sustainable and economical”
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